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Lots of names for a family of job titles



Why do we want to talk about it?



What the heck is DevRel?
DevWhat?



How do our friends see us?



How do our friends see us?
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How do our friends see us?



How do our friends see us?



But DevRel is much more than that!



What is really DevRel?
DevRel under the glitter
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What is really DevRel?



Being a DevRel
DevRel as a job role



Being a DevRel

First of all, a technical person



Being a DevRel

There is no DevRel typical profile



Being a DevRel

But with share the same DNA



What does a DevRel do?

Two main families of tasks



What does a DevRel do?



What does a DevRel do?



What are the needed skills?

Love to learn and share



What are the needed skills?

A good generalist, always learning



What are the needed skills?

Enjoy collaborating & communicate with others



What are the needed skills?

Proactive & well organized



What about language proficiency?

You need to communicate in multiple languages 
(accent is optional 😝)



How to be a good DevRel
For the others… and for you!



Looking for Developer Happiness

Internally and externally



Easier said than done!



Easier said than done!

Beware of impostor syndrome



Easier said than done!

Burn out



                DevRel at                                    
Unicorns, glitters and Sovereign Cloud...



Building the DevRel community!



Building the DevRel community!



A huge perimeter



A team was needed!



The DevRel Dream Team



DevRel @ OVHcloud



Putting into perspective



❤❤ Thank you ❤❤



We ❤ feedbacks

https://bit.ly/vote-devrel-lunaconf
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